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Who owns your IP ?
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symbiosis between seemingly unrelated subjects
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how do ideas evolve?

apply a new axiom
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how do ideas evolve?

oblique strategies



ideas have no species



ideas need food



daydreaming  
is 

 important



creativity isn’t linear
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needs  
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capturing IP

mind maps outliner











capturing IP

mind maps outliner

prose
http://asciidoc.org/
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narrative arc



—Syd Fields

“Get your protagonist up a tree. Throw rocks at him. 
Then get him down.”
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Technical 
 Narrative?

Overall problem

problem solution

problem solution
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without a deadline!



cultivate

find your creative time of the day  
(and defend it)
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Appropriate Media



Books



communicate

Appropriate Media



Article/Blog series



Writing



Passive voice occurs when you make the 
object of an action into the subject of a 

sentence. 

Why was the road crossed by the chicken?

Passive Voice



The metropolis has been scorched by the 
dragon's fiery breath.
The dragon scorched the metropolis with 
his fiery breath.

After suitors invaded her house, Penelope 
had to think of ways to delay her 
remarriage.

When her house was invaded, Penelope 
had to think of ways to delay her 
remarriage.

Passive Voice



1. Use of the passive voice constitutes a 
grammatical error. 
2. Any use of "to be" (in any form) constitutes the 
passive voice. 
3. The passive voice always avoids the first person. 
4. You should never use the passive voice. 
5. I can rely on my grammar checker to catch the 
passive voice.

Passive Voice Myths



“Swindl
es &

 Per
vers

ions
”Mistakes were made.

 The Exxon Company accepts that a few 
gallons might have been spilled.

some people use the passive voice to avoid 
mentioning responsibility for certain actions

Passive Voice



Your phone will join known  
networks automatically.

Your phone automatically  
joins known networks.

If no known networks 
are available, you must 
manually select a 
network.



Writing

show, don’t tell

Penultima⬆e



Writing Mechanics
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Writing Mechanics



Writing Mechanics

“the muse”



Writing Mechanics

writing benefits from regularity
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(streaming) Video
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Presentations

if you aren’t manipulating time,  
you’re in the wrong medium



Slideument

Presenter controls  
exposition rate.

Reader controls  
exposition rate.

InfodeckPresentation



http://martinfowler.com/articles/microservice-testing



Presentations

if you aren’t manipulating time,  
you’re in the wrong medium



writing abstracts

you don’t have to have a full talk 
to have an abstract



writing abstracts

“don’t will…DO!”



writing abstracts

submitting abstracts —> deadlines



writing abstracts

write at the beginning for direction

2 versions of
^

rewrite at the end  
(when you know what it’s actually about)
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building blocks

transition movement between slides

animation movement on slides





subtle animations

dissolve
fade & scale

wipe typewriter
wipe



dynamic animations
anvil

skid

drift

drift & scale

flame

skid
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Presentations

slides are ½ of the story
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slides are ½ of the story



(this slide intentionally 
left blank)
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ideas need food



cultivate

nothing useful gets done  
without a deadline!



Cadence!
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needs  
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nealford.com

@neal4d

nealford.com/books

nealford.com/videos

www.oreilly.com/software-architecture-video-training-series.html
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